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HERNAN NEIRA

NIHILISM AND NOESIS:  THE CONTRIBUTION OF

PHENOMENOLOGY TO THE SARTREAN ANALYSIS

OF FLAUBERT

I,  SARTRE'S POINT OF DEPARTURE: HUSSERL,
THE TRANSCENDENTAL EGO, AND THE ORIGIN OF MEANING

Based on principles held in common by Husserl and Sartre, namely, (1)
the idea that the only origin of meaning is the activity of consciousness
etrd (2) that consciousness rs a relationship with the world, two distinct
philosophical projects take form. Insofar as he is a phenomenologist,
Sartre takes for granted the possibility of the existence of meaning
proceeding from consciousness, However, the moment Sartre conceives
of consciousness as trying to project its meaning beyond itself towards
the world, he is forced to distance hirnself from Husserl. Sartre's
distancing himself from his master takes place in two stages: the first is
the Trarucendance de I'ego, and the second is tte Cahiers pour une
tnorak,l

a) The First Moment of Sartre's Distancing Himself from Husserl.
The Transcendance of The Ego, The Impersonal Consciousness

A structure like that of the cogito leads to a vision of consciousness as
being double, that is, multiple. Each layer of consciousness would extst
there withgut maintaining relations with the neighboring layer, or main-
taining mechanical relations only, or even an opposition between thern.
This is a conception one finds in empiricism, but also in psychoanalysis
ald in Husserl. Sartre does not include Kant in his critique. because for
the lattter.the structure of the cogito exists only de jire and not de
facto:

Le "Je pense" kantien est une condition de possibilitd. Le cogito de Descartes et de
Husserl est une constatation de failt. On a parl6 de la ,necessit6 de fait' du Cogrto er
cette expression me parait tres juste. Or, il est inddniable que Ie Cogito est personnel.
Dan le ""/e pense" il y a un ./e qui pense.z . . . L'ego apparait i la r6flexion comme un
objet transcendant r6alisant la synthdse permalente du psychique. L'ego est du cAe d\
psychique . . . Il setait tertant de constituer I'Ego en ,.p6le-sujet" comme ce.,p6le-objet"
que Husserl place qu centrc du noyau no6matique. Ce p61e objet est un X qui suppofte
les ddteminations.2
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L'Ego est l'unification transcendante spontan6e de Ilos 6tats et de nos actions .. .

L'Ego est cr6ateur de ses 6tats et soutient ses qualit6s dans l'existeoce Pal une sorte de

spontan6it6 conse atdce .. . . Mals cette sPontan6it6 ne doit pas etre confondue avec

celle de la conscience. En effet, l'Ego, dtant objet, est pdssrt Il s'agit dorc d'une pseudo-

spontan6it6 qui trouverait ses symboles convenables dalls le jaillissement d'une soulce,

d'un geyser, etc. C'est-i-dire qu'il ne s'agit que d'une apparence. La vdritable spon-
tan6it6 doit 6tre parfiatement clairer elle ?sl ce qu'elle Produit et ne peut Ctre netr
d'autre,3

If consciousness is not the site of the ego and if the ego is not a subject
either, this is because there is no ego in consciousness. This "X" that
Sartre speaks of is situated in the empirical world, among things; it is
the ego of empirical psychology, in no way a structure of transcendental
consciousness. The ego is nonetheless an object, but a transcendental
and real object, it is not an intentional product, but a material product
of a psychic nature or a psycho-physical nature with which conscious-
ness maintains intentional rapports. No matter how powerful it may be,
noesis can neither make the ego exist nor create it ex nihilo by means
of consciousness' activity. Sartre thus concludes,

Le Champ transcendantal, purifi6 de toute structure dgologique, recouvre sa limpiditd
premidre . , . . Nous pouvons donc formulet note thbse: la conscience transcendante
est une spontan6it6 impersonnelle. Elle se ddtermine :r I'existence d chaque instant, sans
que I'oflrr puisse rien concevoit avant elle. Atnsi chaque instant de notre vie consciente
nous r6vble une cr6atiol ex nihilo. Non pas nn arrangement nouveau, mais une

existence nouvelle.a

b) The Second Moment of Sartre's Distancing Himself ltom Husserl.
' ' The Reconquest of The Empirical World

The first stage of Sartre's distancing himself from Husserl is completed
by the conquest of a consciousness that is pure spontaneity, by the
conquest of liberty. The second stage is the recovery of the empirical
world and its engagernent with the activity of consciousness. In doing
this, Sartre avoids the.risk created by the egologcal structure of
consciousness. Effectively, this structure threatens to create a split
within itself and, moreover, makes the ego an atom, a monad opposed
to worldly objects, themselves monads. The ties between the world and
consciousness become problematic. Even if consciousness does not fall
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into solipsism, its relationship with the world can only be mechanical,
aad any question of the world's meaning is emptied of meaning.
Consciousness, then, can never be sure of the world,s truth or of its
existence in the way that Descartes wished.

Sartre will surpass Husserlian phenomenology in the name of phe-
nomenology itself, and this thanks to the instruments with which it
provides him. He continues to assert the spontaneity of consciousness,
\ hile reattaching it to the world with certain and ontolosical relations.
If one strips consciousness of its ego, it is reduced ti pure inten-
donality, it becomes a nothing.'lhe transcendant ego consists of acts
and psychic states that subsist beyond the act that produces them,
nhereas consciousness, for Sartre, consists of pure acts deprived of
pennanence. Consciousness is not a substance; it does not subsist
beyond its activity; it empties itself in its activity. It could not possibly
enclose itseu h the cogito because the cogito is not a structure that
belongs to it. Consciousness is pure intentionality without ego - that is,
it is rapport and. nothing but rapport.

Since any relation irnplies two poles, the mere existence of con-
sciousness implies the existence of a "something,,' of an exterior world
to which it can relate. This implication does not mean that noesis could
create the world; the existence of consciousness does not ensender that
of concrete things. It the activity o[ consciousness *e.J to 

".ase,consciousness itself would cease to exist, but no change would be
brought to bear upon the world. Sartre thus conquers the certitude of
existential, practical, and cognitive relations between consciousness and
the world. However, these relations do not yet include semantic ones,
Sartre remains convinced that the world does not create meaning; nor
may consciousness impose its own meadng upon things without being
modified by them. According to Sartre, the world - like the God of
Racine and Pascal - does not answer; consciousness knows that the
world exists, but does not know its meaning.

Sartre has conquered the empirical world, and the risk of solipsrsm
seems to be parried by the affirmation of the contemporaneity of
consciousness and the -rvorld. He has attained certih.rde of the concrete
outside of consciousness in addition to the transcendental field thar rs
highlighted by Husserl. Nevertheless, Sartre has yet to acquire the
possibility of imparting meaning to this world. The vector of creative
intentiondlity, which brings meaning from consciousness towards the
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concrete empirical, manages only with difficulty, in Sartre, to leave its
imprint upon the world.

I I .  THE CERTITUDE OF THE EXISTENCE OF THE WORLD
AS THE CERTITUDE OF NIHILISM

By placing the ego outside the transcendental field, the absence of
meaning of the world touches the empirical life of man, inasmuch as he
identifies himself with the psycho-physical ego. A transcendental ego
has the same avatars as the rest of the world. The transcendance of the
ego leads to a dead end road, insofar as one has no means of demon-
strating that consciousness is able to give meaning to the concrete
outside of it, to the empirical world, for certitude in this world does not
suffice to answer the question of )44?11 is the meaning ofthe world?

A remarkable intuilion of the young Nietzsche was to question not
the certitude of the existence of the world, but that of the logos that
would claim to seize it. and that of action that would claim to leave its
mark on it.5 What is tragic about Nietzschean thought is the rupture of
identification between logos and the world. For Nietzsche there is no
equivalence between the rational and the real; they remain two entities
without any relationship. Modern reason, except perhaps in Karlt, is
founded upon a principle of reciprocity, according to which the vector
of meaning proceeds from the world towards consciousness, or from
consciousness towards the world, In the young Nietzsche, the essential
principles of Western philosophy, individuation and causality, serye
only to obscure the indistinct unity of the beings of the universe,
including man. It would be futile to undertake any action there or to try
to know it, because the universe is a nebula of forces against which man
can do nothing.

The principles of causality and individuation constitute the a priori
condition of possibility for noesis, praxis, and poeisis. What activity
could one exert, and upon what would one act, if there were no differ-
ence between the Me and the Other, between consciousness and the
world, between meaning and absence of meaning, and if one's actions
always lead to unforeseen results. Indeed, the rejection of the principles
of causality and individuation leads to the collapse of any hope of
religion, cognitive or political redemption, and of any salvation by
technical progress; it leads to the eternal return. In order to make the
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: ifering provoked by the eternal retum tolerable, noesis creates
:eanings, but these are only appearances that obscure a more pro-
,.rund metaphysical and, in fact, irremediable evil. Western Philosophy
lust choose between the Cartesian cogito that deprives philosophers of
ire world to save consciousness, and the certitude of the world which
::.lies away the meaning of the concrete mundane.

: I I .  FROM PURE CONSCIOUSNESS TO MAN AS  CONSCIOUSNESS

lr is not enough to assure noesis; it is equally important to assure that
::oesis may impose its seal upon the world. Sartre will always be
laurted by the problem of the polarity that opposes Nietzschean
Ta-sedy to solipsism. He attempts to resolve the opposition of the logos
:-nd the real in three complementary stages. The first is a phenomeno-
-ogical description of the ontological structures of the being that is
:onsciousness. This stage leads to a definition of man as being for-self,
rs liberty opposed to the blind concatenations of the world.6 The
larscendent ego "places" mal and consciousness in the world. Thus
}re relations of consciousness with man imply the relations of con-
sciousness with the ego, which acts in the universe of things.

The second stage is the description of the intermediate world
retween things and the individual, that is, a question of the history of
:he hurnan being, of technique and of social groups in action.T Sartre
:oncludes that praxis is only possible at the price of the uncertainty of
rhe results which follow.

The third stage is the demonstration, in concrete examples, that the
activity of consciousness may leave its impdnt upon the wofld de lacto
and not only de jure. The possibility then that man has to leave his seal
on things requires a prerequisite condition that this seal may be left on
rhe psychic ego. This condition has been studied by Sartre, in abstract
tashion, thanks to the description of the structure of man as being-in-
the-world (€tre-dnns-le-monde). Sartre did not, however, go on to
prove that the activity of consciousness can go beyond its stage of
simple possibility to become a fact. The examination of the poiesis of
Baudelaire, Jean Genet, and Flaubert demonstrates this by showing that
noeisis is capable of bringing meaning to the worldly ego. This attempt
to prove the existence of meaning leads Sartre to undertake the study of
concrete examples of consciousness-in-the-world, in particular that of
Flaubert, in L'Idiot de la Famille-E This work will be analyzed in the
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next chapter. Sartrian phenomenological ontology thus evolves from the
description of the field of purified consciousness to the description ol
the avatars of the intentional relations of this consciousness to the
transcendent ego.

The evolution that takes Sartre from La Transcendance de I'ego to
L'Etre et le Ndant ts realized essentially around two axes. The first is
the finding that consciousness is not constitutive of transcendantal
being. In Sartrian terms, "l'animation du noyau hyl6tique par les seules
intentions qui peurvent trouver leur replissement (Erfiillung) dans cette
hy16 ne saurait suffire i nous faire sortir de la subjectivitd."e This is
because the world is assumed as a certain something that imposes its
alien presence to consciousness in the intuition that consciousness has
of itself. The second axis is the anthropologization of consciousness, a
task carried out under the influence of Heidegger. Atter L'Etre et le
N'ant, man and consciousness constitute a single reality; their iden-
tification is complete. The transcendent ego confirms its role as an
exterior object that inserts man into the world, The definition given in
La Transcendnnce de I'ego - consciousness is consciousness-of-
somethin7 - becomes, in EN, man (consciousness) is relation with the
world wherein man extsts. Thus, man (consciousness) relates to the
world by means of his egologrcal insertion. Two questions are then
necessarily posed: "I" Quel est le rapport synth6tique que nous nom-
mons l'Ctre-dansle-monde? 2" Que doivent €tre I'homme et le monde
pour que le rapport soit possible entre eux?r0

IV,  WHY FLAUBERT? WHY L ' IDIOT DE LA FAMILLE?

In order to refute nihilism and solipsisrn, it is necessary to show that
intentionality reaches the world in order to leave its mark there and all
the while to take into account that the "subjectivitd[de la conscience] ne
saurait sortir de soi pour poser un objet transcendant en lui conf6rant
le pl6nitude impresionnelle."r I Sartre, in his analysis of Flaubert, adds
two certainties to this constant of phenomenology. The first is the
spontaneity of consciousness and of noesis; the second is that the
certainty of the world leads to the certainity of its absence of meaning.
However, this second conviction is not comparable to Nietzschean
nihilism, "World" (monfu) rn Sartre signifies the organization of objects
with respect to the center that constitutes each man, that is, the in-self
(en-soi) organized by a human project. Each time that the question of
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.:aving a human mark upon the world arises, the question of the in-self
,lso appears as soon as man inhabits it and orgadzes it with respect to
rimself.

The meaning of the world is not immediately given the intuition that
:onsciousness has of itself. Sartre needs only to describe one case rn
'.rhich noesis has left its imprint on the world in order to prove that
.cience, praxis and poiesis are founded with respect to man. This
rrocess is b-ased on the passage of the ontic towards the ontological.
\fter this passage, every ontic manifestation of man reveals his onto-
-ogical structure, his existence. It would thus suffice to show man
eaving the seal of noesis in one of his empirical manifestaitons in order
:o have the right to draw conclusions concerning the being of the
ruman being. If the being of a man is capable of bringing meaning to
Jre world, then sense exists empirically, and the bridge that connects
ie meaning produced by the consciousness to the transcendent rea-t ls
:e-established for all humanity. Sartre nevertheless goes neither from
ie particular to the general nor from the a priori to the empirical. He
inoves instead from the ontic to the ontological and deduces the possr-
bility of the meaning of the world from the meaning that an individual
imparts to his own transcendent ego.

Why does Sartre choose to examine a writer and not just any man in
order to realize his refutation of nihilism? It is because Sartre remarns a
prisoner of logocentrism, and thus for him writing is the voie royak to
rhe production of meaning. The activity of writing has the goal of
-saying," of creating a meaning; it is never simply a game or a diver-
sion.r2 In literary activity, man is apparently more the master of the
results than in any other form of praxis. Writing seems to be, by defini-
tion, the organization of signs ald significations in a meta-signification.
The objectivized noesis, which may be difftcult to locate in other
aspects of the transcendent ego, seems to show itself in all its purity in
literature. A piece of writing is thus the location where meaning - if it
exists - must manifest itself most explicitly. But, if it were discovered
that it were possible to write about meaning, or that a work of art is not
the product of the forces of its author, it would be necessary to
completely renounce any intentional relationship of consciousness with
the world. Nihilism and solipsism would dominate, once and for all,
over poiesis. Moreover, insofar as poeisis is an ontical manifestation of
consciousness, the whole ontological structure of man and noesis would
collapse in impotence.
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This explains Sartre's interest in showing noesis in an extreme case ln
which it has apparently disappeared completely: the case of Flaubert.
Why this writer rather than another? Because Flaubert, given his
psychic and his egological constitution, represents for Sartre the
incapacity to signify. His worldly ego seems to be pure passivity; he
does not manifest the presence of any intentionality; Flaubert seems to
be the denial of the intentional vector that connects consciousness and
world, a denial that lets him be dominated by nihilism.r3 More than a
theoretician of the absence of meaning, Flaubert is himself this absence;
his transcendent ego is the ideal of passivity, and consequently, the
location where spontaneity seems to collapse.

V,  BEING-IN-LANGUAGE, THE ANTINOMIES OF THE
CASE OF FLAUBERT

a) Noesrs, Praxis, Poeisis, Cogito, Being-in+he-WorU
as Being-in-Language

A few distinctions are indispensable. We will call poiesis the noesis
proper to the creation of literary works, and in a general fashion, to
artistic production. We will thus distinguish poiesis from praxis, or the
noesis proper to the enterprises carried out in the social, natural, or
technical world. From here on cogito, signifies a poiesis that maintains
the unity of consciousness by producing itself in time. These distinc-
tions, which are ours and not Sartre's, do not concern the nature of
noesis. Noesis, as the generic name of the activity of consciousness, is
always one and the same, even if it focuses simultaneously on diverse
objects.

An intentional object cannot become transcendent without running
the risk of erasing the differences and all distance between conscrous-
ness and the world. To avoid this danger, artistic poiesis must not be
conceived as simple romantic inspiration, r'or as creatio ex nihilo. To
avoid solipsism, it is indispensable that poiesis be an intention directed
at transcendental material, at the in-self. Account must also be taken of
the fact that the egological incarnation of consciousness, its being-in-
the-world, is an incamation in lanuguage, i.e., in psycho-linguistic and
socio-linguistic conditions. Given that the significations of this language
are social significations, trans-individual ones, literary poiesis is an
intention of consciousness that is related to the socio-lineuistic world-
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li.ness of the ego. By means of the linguistic ilcamation of the ego,
consciousness is thus related to an indiyidual and, at the same time to
social significations that this individual did not choose.

b) The Being-in4he-Language of Flaubert as Passivity

Relying on the testimony of Flaubert's sister and of his niece, Sartre
writes that the auth or of Mme. Bovary has

de mauvais rapports avec les mots . . . I'enfant comprend sans pouvoir assirniler [. . ] il
croit d'abord tout ce qu'on lui dit; par stupeur devant l'objet verbal, par arnour d6vot
des adultes.ra

IFlaubert] voil plutdt des impEratifs que des affirmations: elles s'imposent d,elles-
mCmes et puis il tnrl)] crolie puisqu'elles sont le dot gracieux que lui font ses parents.l5

Faute de la reciprocitd [. ..] qu'6tablit une cornpr6hension entibre, avec toutes ses
structures, la paiole de l'Autre lui semble parole donnie [. , .] Dire lpour Flaubert] n'est
pu inoncer.\6

Le petit gargon lcustave Flaubert] est mal visd Isic] dans l'udvers du discours. Le
mot n'est jamais sien, tartdt I hdbdtude erEloutit le verbe et tart6t celui-ci, tomb6 du
ciel le tyiannise. Dans ce demier cas, jusque dans l'interiorit6 profonde, il teste
ext6deur.. . .  A I 'age oi tout le monde parle, i l  lest encore i  imiter les parleurs... .1
n'y a pas de commune mesure entre I'existence subjective de Gustave et I'univers des
signfications. l 7

Dehors et dedaos, il voit les dots b l'envets, dans leur dtrangete sensuelle, il tient les
lieux communs pour des impdratifs grav6s dans la matidre verbale et que chaque
individu a la mission de reproduire par les inflexions de sa voi4 il persiste i penser que
le verbe le ronge et ne pou.ra jainais le d6signer tout a fait. Dans son cas, la difficultd
d'apprendre i lire vient d'un touble g6neral et plus ancien, la difficult6 de parler.l3

Culture, pour lui, c'est le vol [. . .] le mot est chose; infioduit dans uDe 6me, it la
rdsorbe dans sa propre g6n6ralit6; il s'agit d'une v6ritable m6tarnorphose.te

c) The Antinomies ofThe Case of Flaubert

l) The FiN Part of The Antinomy: Flaubert Confuses "La Langue" with'Le Langage"

All in Flaubert is egological passivity. FIis consciousness seems to
founder when faced with its being-in{anguage. Flaubert never manages
to make the distinction made evident by Saussure between "langue', and
"langage"; the author of Mme. Bovary rrses t}te "langue" as if it were the
"langage." Nowhere in his work does one find poiesis seeking tran-
scendent signs to orgarize them humanly; nevertheless, he is spoken or
as a great writer, as alr artist. Flaubert seems to surrender to the
nihilism of solipsism. The author of Mme- Bovary would be the ontic
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manitestation of an ontological structure of the human being. T: :
structure would determine man in his irrcapacity to leave his mark uFt .
things, not even on his own worldly ego, on his psyche. If i t uere r:-.
that lollowing Flautrert that there is no differcnce between "langue rr;
"langage," nihil ism and/or solipsism would be inscribed in thc exisrcni;
of man. These would consti lute the possibil i ty proper to beurg-rn-
language: they wouJd be parl oI the ontological structure of man. In thi:
case, Flaubcrt, misarthrope and nihil ist as his couespondance sho\\:
him to be from 183820 would bccorne the ontic manifestation o:
what has tbrmerly been a mere possibil i ty of man.

ir) The Second Part of The Antinomy; Fluubert is a Crecn Creator

A second fact opposes the first; Flaubert wrote dudng his entire l ife.
from the age of eleven. He acted: he had a praxis that, as an artistic one.
is a poiesis. To deny poeisis to him would be to contend that the works
(hat are normally attributed to Flaubert should bc attributed instead to
the sickness of the author. to his social class, or to a language destitute
of a sribiect - all of rvhich would halc determined that he wite. Here
is a contradiction that cannot be resolved at the empiical level and
that demands the use oI a transcendental nhenomenolosical method.
Inc iccd .  i t  i s  imp, 'ss ib lc  to  f , cce l l  th r t  f l l ruher t .  r \  x  consc i ' ,usnes \  in
the world, one with serious l inguistic troubles, both did not exercrse
poeisis ,nd was also one the greatest French novelists, This is a
Kantian problem. which can be retcrred to the third and the fourth
antinomies of pure reason. It is not possiblc that a being be empirically
l iee and not free at the same timel a choice must be made betweerr
nalul al causality ard an extra-natural beginning callcd "l iberty."

V I  C O I N G  B E Y O N D  1 ' H E  A N T I N O M I E S .
L I B E R T Y .  . L A N G U E . '  A N  D  " L A N C A G E "

Sartre goes beyond the antinoml, by showing that Flaubertian poresls
consists of transforming an initial confusion. produced at the level of
the transcendent ego, between "langue" and "langage," into a confusron
aimed at by his consciousness. Sartre does not accept the recourse to
Descartes' continual creation or to a creatio ex nihilo with respect to
noesis. Since consciousncss r not. since it is not an obiect. it is an
empty interiority whose existence cunsists of objectivizing itself through
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praxis. That which consciousness objectivizes by means of its own
actrvity cannot be the consciousness itself, because consciousness is not.
Thus, it could not possibly objectivize the world, because the world is
an object unconcerned with consciousness. What consciousness does
objectiviz€ rs the lived (v'cu), that is, not the world in its totality, but
the world inasmuch as consciousness relates to it, inasmuch as con_
sciousness goes beyond it. This is why Sartre, speaking of L'Idiot de la
Famille, remtnds that his goal in the book is ,,d,abord tout en denorn_

consciousness in every rapport that man has with things, cannot be a
simple copy of the psycho-linguistic structure that belongs to the
transcendent world. In other words, subjectivization does notionsrst of
a copy reproduced from the exterior and introduced into the conscious_

Flaubert's identification with the ,,langue,, reveals a transcendental
intention of consciousness focused on the ,,langue,,, a vectorial relation
of consciousness vrs-ri-vrb the semantic world where it exists. Since the
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vidual's poiesis that created them. "L'art n'a den i ddmeler avec
l'artiste"; "Je veux qu'il n'y ait pas dans mon hyre tLn seul mouvement.
m une set e rdflexion de I'auteur." avows Flaubert to his mistress.
Louise Colet, when he is wriling Mme. Bovary.13 Flaubertian poeisrs rs
antipoetic; it consists o1'hiding the poiesis of the artist and tends to
situate it in the point o{ view of everyone and no-onc. Flaubcrt wishes
to attain what no artist has understood as well as he has. he wishes to
accomplish what lhe aeslhetic reason and the objective spidt of hi(
period dcmand: to surpass (dlpa-ls€r) romanticism.

Flaubefi, the idiot incapable of siluating himself in the "langage.'
embraces this "disease" as his own. to transform it into a virtue and to
become himsel{ the artist he always wanted to be. He will speak as
others speak in order to distinguish himself from them by becoming the
person whom no one can recognize as different; he will dissimulate his
own "langage" under the vcil of "langue."2a The composition of hi.
works must be so sublime that it be impossible to notice the \\ orl
behind them, so subtle that his writings not seem written, that the\
seem the simple manifestations of an idea, a model. Flaubert wishes
according to Sartre, that his work become like "!n ete naturel, comme
un arbre, comme un paysage, que les g6ndrations nouvelles acceptenr

fMme. Bovaryl au m€me titre que les choses dD monde urbain ou rura,
et que les institutions.":5

V I I  C O N C L U S I O N

Begirning with the certainty of the spontaneity of noesis and the
certainty of the existencc of the world, Sartre attempts to prove that
noesis does not remain closed in the interiority of consciousness. To
attain this goal is to prove that noesis can leave its imprint on the world
The analysis of Flaubert permits Sartre to show how this individual.
who apparently embodies denial of any spontaneity, must maintain a
constanl acti.viry of denial. Flaubert must construct. musl invent a
"langage" that resembles the "langue", he must adopt the point of vieu
of "langage," of consciousness, to become "langue," Sartre shows that
for the author of Mme. Bovary the confusion of the "langue" with
"langage" conceals a poeisis originating from the spontaneity of con-
sciousness, an extra-empirical causality. In Flaubert, a transcendental
personalization of his empirical impersonality takes place. This per-
sonalization, which is the product of poeisis, consists of pushing the
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,tilfto-bejlangue" to the point that such an enterprise manifests its-lpossibili ly. This impossibility is the idiocy of Flaubert, and it mani-
r3sts the seal of the singular consciousness of the artist on his eso. a
.. rirer by vocation if not by profession

It is useful to remember that the etymology of the word ,,idiot" stems':om tdtarco (idiotes) wlltch signifies both the private singular, as
rpposed to the universal of the state, and ignorance.26 What charac-
:enzes the semantic point of view of Flaubert,s infancy is his empirical
:_Jnorance of his own linguistic singularity. What characterizes his
:ierary Life, his poeisis, is the quest after impersonality that raises him
:bove his social class and distinguishes his aesthetic from the romanhc
ue. Beside the anthropological and moral thrust in L'Idiot de la'tmille, one can find therein the outline of theory of the semantic-
eeing-in-the-world. This involves questions of the rapport between
-anguage ald liberty, and that between languages aad noesis - rapports
1rat are little analyzed, in the earlier works of Sartre. There remains,
:lowever, arl ambiguity that is damaging to Sartre,s work on Flaubert.
The limits between what is termed "consciousness,, (conscience) and
*hat constitutes the "lived" (vicu) are unclear. At times these terms
leem synonymous; at others the psychologizing aspect of the word''Iived" prevents it ftom being understood as being identical with
consclousness.

The Flaubert study confirms the Husserlian influence in Sartre
beyond the enriching influences of Marxism and psychoanalysis. These
latter theories show Sartre the necessity of realizing the phenomenology
of a concrete example of liberty in the world by going beyond the
description of the ontological structures of man to examine the ontic
manifestation of this liberty. The problem of the meaning or sense of
the world is Nietzschean in origin; that of action is Kantian and
,\4arxist. By moving beyond noesis towards praxis, Sartre uses the
phenomenological method to concern himself with questions that were
not explicitly addressed by Husserl. In doing this, the theory or
consciousness is opened upon morality. The latter opens the door
towards a literary aesthetic where the examination of the writins - that
is to say, the work itself - becomes as important as the examin;don of
the will-to-be ofthe artist's consciousness.

We have not evoked the progressive-regressive method, nor the
existential psychoanalysis that Sartre uses to analyze Flaubert. These
would each merit an entire article. The method of L'Idiot de la famille
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could not be examined without the complement of its semantic and its
ontology. Also, we have considered the author of Mme Bovary in bis
infancy, and then, without transition, at the age of thirty-one. Our
analysis lacks the historical and social aspects of phenomenology that
transform the idiot into an artist. We do not deny their importance. In
this article, we have emphasized phenomenological semantics and
aesthetics, as well as the phenomenological foundations of the being-in-
the-world-ofJanguage. These three aspects of Sartre's thought have
only rarely been discussed by the specialist and the collaborators of the
philosopher.
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